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Abstract

This paper reviews some issues in system identi�cation that are relevant for

building models to be used for control design� We discuss how to concentrate

the �t to important frequency ranges� and how to determine which these are�

Iterative and adaptive approaches are put into this framework� as well as model

validation� Particular attention is paid to the presentation and visualization of

the results of residual analysis�

� Identi�cation for Control

There may of course be several reasons why a model of a dynamical systems is sought�
A common one is that the model is needed to design a regulator for the system� It
is then important that available design variables are chosen so that the resulting
model becomes as appropriate as possible for the control design� Feedback control is
both forgiving and demanding� The core property of feedback is that a good closed
loop system can be obtained even with very coarse knowledge of the system to be
controlled� At the same time� certain aspects of the system have to be known so
as to assure stability of the closed loop� In linear systems language� In certain fre�
quency ranges we need reliable information about the system� while in others� a very
approximate idea will do �ne�

Identi�cation for control purposes therefore naturally should focus on the �impor�
tant	 frequency ranges� and hopefully we should be able to do well with rather simple
models� The question is how to achieve this�

What Is There To Learn�

To obtain a model that can be successfully used for control design we need to learn a
few things�


� What frequency ranges are important

�� A model with �t focused to those ranges

�



�� If the model structure used is exible enough to provide relevant information
about the remaining ranges

� Alt� Prior information about other frequency ranges is su�ciently reliable

This covers a whole spectrum of applications from full edged system identi�cation
with sophisticated model validation to very simple techniques�

The Ziegler�Nichols rule for PI�tuning� e�g�� �ts into this scheme as follows� Solve

 and � simultaneously by increasing the P�gain to the instability limit� This gives the
value of the system�s frequency function at the phase cross�over frequency �which is the
important frequency range�� Tune the PI�regulator based on this information� Item
� is in this case handled by prior information�assumption� The system�s frequency
function is �nice	 �like a monotonically decreasing amplitude�� it won�t give you any
bad surprises at other frequencies� This prior information can also be phrased like this�
�We can achieve good control by a PI�regulator	� The very successful autotuners� e�g�
�
�� are more sophisticated variants on this theme�

There has been a considerable interest lately in iterative identi�cation for control

schemes where a succession of experiments �in closed loop� are made in order to iterate
between steps 
 and � above� See� among many references� e�g� �
�����
�� ��� and �
���
These schemes� seemingly� do not address step � explicitly�

Iterative control design is closely related to adaptive control� which in a sense is
the limit as the experiment time decreases down to one sample� See� e�g� ������� and
�
�� for basic treatments of adaptive control�

Step � above concerns model validation� This is a classical topic in statistics�
but has also been the subject of intense� renewed interest in the control community
again due to its importance for identi�cation for control� In particular� several new
approaches to deal with the topic in a non�statistical setting have been suggested�
See� among many references� e�g���
��� ���� and �

��

We shall in this paper provide a subjective commentary to issues related to iden�
ti�cation for control� In Section � we briey discuss item 
� while identi�cation
techniques to achieve step � are reviewed in Section �� The linked� iterative nature of
steps 
 and � present in both adaptive control and iterative identi�cation for control
is commented upon in Section �� Model validation is then treated in Section ��

� What Frequency Ranges Are Important�

For linear systems� the issues of model accuracy are treated by the classical concepts
of the sensitivity function S and the complementary sensitivity function T � See�
e�g� �
��� We believe the system is described by the model G and use a regulator
u � �Fy � Frr� �r being the reference input� which would give us a nominal closed
loop system Gc with nominal output y� If the true system really is given by G�� we



obtain the actual output y� which di�ers from the desired one by

Ejy�t�� y��t�j� �
Z
jG��e

i���G�ei��j�jS��ei��j�
����Gc�e

i��

G�ei��

����
�

 r���d� �
a�

S� is the true sensitivity function 
��
 �G�F � �
b�

 r��� is the spectrum of the reference input �
c�

Here we considered the response from the reference input only� and suppressed the
frequency argument in most of the involved functions�

Moreover� to guarantee stability we have

jG� �Gj � jT jjGj � 
 for all frequencies ��a�

T �
FG


 � FG
��b�

For a 
�dof regulator �Fr � F � we have Gc � T � so the two expressions then both tell
us that the model needs to be �good	 where T�G � Gc�G is large and�or where S�
is large� Both these things typically happen around the bandwidth of Gc� so this is a
rather straightforward message� For ��dof regulators �such as typically used for pole
placement� there may be considerable di�erences between Gc and T � so the message
about which are the important frequency ranges may then be more complicated�

We can turn the question around a bit� Instead of asking what discrepancies we
get due to the model error for a �xed regulator� we can ask what is the model�s
inuence on the design of a �xed closed loop system� Suppose we want to achieve
Gc � Gd and for a given model G we solve for such a 
�dof regulatorF � F �G�� That
is�

Gd �
F �G�G


 � F �G�G
���

The desired output is then y � Gdr� We then also have T � Gd� The actual closed
loop system F �G�G���
 � F �G�G�� then gives the output y�� and the discrepancy is
still given by �
a��

� Model Fit

The Method

Given input�output data ZN � fy�
�� u�
�� � � � � y�N�� u�N�g and a parameterized
model structure

!y�tj�� � G�q� ��u�t� ���



we can estimate the model by the straightforward �t �e�g� �
����

!�N � argmin
�

VN ��� Z
N � ��a�

VN ��� Z
N � �

NX
t��

��F �t� �� ��b�

�F �t� �� � L�q� ���y�t��G�q� ��u�t�� ��c�

Here L is a �possibly parameter�dependent� monic pre�lter that can be used to en�
hance certain frequency ranges�

This method can be seen as direct curve��tting in the frequency domain�

VN ��� Z
N � �

Z
jG�ei�� ��� !!GN �e

i��j�jL�ei�� ��j�jUN ���j�d� ��d�

!!GN �
YN
UN

�the ETFE� ��e�

UN ��� �
X

u�t�e�i�t YN ��� �
X

y�t�e�i�t ��f�

Limit Results

We are interested in what happens as the data sample size� N � increases� To investi�
gate this we assume that the data are subject to

y�t� � G��q�u�t� � v�t� ��a�

 v��� � 	�jH��e
i��j� the spectrum of v ��b�

We also assume that the additive disturbance v is uncorrelated with the reference
input r� i�e�� that the cross spectrum  rv � �� We can then split the input spectrum
 u into that part that originates from r and that part that originates from v�

 u��� �  
r
u��� �  

v
u��� ���

It then follows �Chapter � in �
�� plus straightforward calculations� that

!�N � �� � argmin
�

V ��� asN �� ��a�

V ��� �

Z
jG�ei� � ���G��e

i��j�jL�ei�� ��j� ru���d�

�

Z ����
 �G�ei� � ��F �ei��


 �G��ei��F �ei��

����
�

jL�ei�� ��j� v���d� or ��b�

V ��� �

Z
j�G��e

i�� �B�ei� � ����G�ei� � ��j�jL�ei�� ��j� u���d�

�

Z
	�

����H��e
i��� 


L�ei�� ��

����
�

jL�ei�� ��j� 
r
u���

 u���
d� � 	� ��c�

jB�ei� � ��j� � 	�
 u���

�  
v
u���

 u���
� jH��e

i��� 
�L�ei�� ��j� ��d�



A number of comments can be made around these results�


� If the pre�lter L and the model G are exible enough so that for some ���
G�q� ��� � G��q� and L�q� ��� � 
�H���� then V ���� � 	� so �

� � �� �provided
this is a unique minimum�� It is thus natural to think of the pre�lter as an
inverse noise model�

�� If L is ��independent the second term of ��c� can be omitted and the limit model
is the minimum of

V ��� �

Z
j�G��e

i�� �B�ei����G�ei� � ��j�jL�ei��j� u���d� ���

jB�ei��j� � 	�
 u���

�  
v
u���

 u���
� jH��e

i��� 
�L�ei��j� �
��

�� If� moreover� the system operates in open loop so that  vu � �� the �bias�pull	�
term B � �� Then the limit model is a clear cut approximation of G� in the
frequency weighting norm jLj� u�

�� From ��b� we see that a tempting parameterization of L is to use L�q� �� �
"L�q���
 �G�q� ��F �q��� Such a pre�lter parameterization corresponds to what
is known as indirect identi�cation of closed loop systems� ���� ���� It is the same
as identifying the closed loop and then solve for the open loop dynamics� using
the �presumed� knowledge of F � The limiting model is then� according to ��b��
the minimizing argument of

V ��� �

Z
jG�ei� � ���G��e

i��j�
���� 



 �G�ei� � ��F �ei��

����
�

j"L�ei��j� ru���d�
�

a�

�

Z
jG�ei� � ���G��e

i��j�
���� Gc�e

i��

G�ei� � ��

����
�

j"L�ei��j�jS��ei��j� r���d� �

b�

�cf �
a��� This model is a compromise between �tting G to G� and making the
model sensitivity function S � 
��
 �GF � small�

Asymptotic variance

As the number of data tends to in�nity and the order n of the model G and well as of
the pre�lter L increases� the asymptotic variance of the frequency function estimate
!GN �e

i�� � G�ei�� !�N � as subject to ��
��� chapter ���

Var !GN �e
i�� � n

N

 v���

 ru���
�
��



Some Design Issues

Based on the above asymptotic results some design problems involving both bias
�approximation� aspects and variance can be solved �Chapter 
� in �
����

We see from �����
�� that the properties of the model are only a�ected by


� The input spectra  ru and  
v
u� which in turn are consequences of the choices of

regulator Fr� F and reference spectrum  r

�� The pre�lter L

in addition to the model parameterizationG�q� �� and the true system�s characteristics
G� and  v�

Suppose now that we would like to choose the experiment design variables so that
the weighted�total model error

J �

Z
Ej !GN �e

i���G��e
i��j�W ���d� �
��

The model parameterization is given� as is the data length N and we restrict ourselves
to parameter�independent pre�lters� We also assume that the input power Eu��t� is
bounded� The total error J contains both the bias error and the variance error� We
use the asymptotic variance result �
��� The solution is

� Use open loop� F��
� Use the input spectrum  u��� �

p
W ��� v���

� Use the pre�lter jL���j� �
q

W ���
�v���

The problem becomes more di�cult if the output power is constrained instead�
Then the optimal solution will involve closed loop operation� and the double inuence
of L on B and the weighting function in ��� is more tricky to deal with� The variance
contribution to J in �
�� is minimized by the following choices�

� Closed loop operation� with F � chosen so thatZ
jS��ei��j� v���d� � � �
�a�

� The reference spectrum

 r �
p
W v �

����
 � FG�

FG�

����
�

jG�j �
�b�

It might of course be di�cult to realize this optimal solution� since �
�a� requires
considerable knowledge of the system�



� Iterations and Adaptation

Iterative Design

The questions of which frequency range to emphasize and what model�regulator to
use �steps 
 and � in Section 
� are clearly linked� The regulator determines S and
T and hence which ranges are important� these in turn a�ect the model which gives
the regulator� etc�

If we know what bandwidth we are looking for� and we intend yo use a design
method with full control over the loop shaping aspects� it is fairly safe to focus the
model �t to a decade or so around the intended bandwidth�

Sometimes� the possible bandwidth is not known� but part of the information we
gain from the system� Then it may be reasonable to make several experiments to gain
insight into higher and higher frequencies� �The �windsurfer approach	� e�g�� �
����
Even if the intended bandwidth is known� it might not be clear in what frequency
ranges the model �t has to be good� e�g�� due to the design method used �like pole
placement�� In both these cases� iterative experiments have been suggested along the
following lines�


� Pick a �xed� and typically low order� model structure

�� Pick a design method and a design criterion that uses the model� F � F �G�

�� Perform an identi�cation experiment in closed loop with current regulator Fi�
Identify the system using indirect identi�cation� giving the model Gi�

�� Compute the regulator Fi�� � F �Gi� and go to step ��

The motivation for the experiment design and method in step � is the �formal� simi�
larity between �

b� and �
a�� This similarity is somewhat deceptive� though� as we
shall see in the convergence analysis below�

To be more speci�c� assume the we for step � choose pole placement� so that F �G�
is de�ned by ���� Let the desired output be yd�t� � Gd�q�r�t�� The actual output is
y��t� � y��t�F �� where we marked its dependence on the regulator F � We can denote
the model output

!y�tj�� � F �q�G�q� ��


 � F �q�G�q� ��
r�t� � !y�t�F�G� �
��

The criterion �

b� then is

J�F�G� � Ejy�t�F �� !y�t�F�G�j� �
��

and the iterations can be summarized as

Gi � argmin
G

J�Fi� G� �
�a�

Fi�� � F �Gi� �
�b�



Adaptive Control

Adaptive control is the same paradigm as iterative design� Instead of conducting
full separate experiments� the model is updated each sample in the direction that
the current experiment gives information about� With the above de�nitions and
somewhat symbolic notation the basic update algorithm for adaptive control will be

Gi�� � Gi � 
J �G�F �Gi�� Gi� �
��

Here we used the notation

J �G�F�G� �
�

�G
J�F�G�

Convergence Analysis

�The analysis in this subsection has its roots in Section ����� of �
��� Similar results
have been proven by ��� for the identi�cation for control application�� The actual
convergence analysis of the iterative and adaptive schemes� �
��� �
�� is not easy in
general� We shall here just comment on the possible convergence points� the �x�points
of the schemes� It is clear that �
�� and �
�� can only converge to a model G� and
corresponding regulator F � � F �G�� such that

J �G�F �G
��� G�� � � �
��

Is this the right point# The distance of interest in �
�� is Ejy��t�F � � yd�t�j�� and
since yd�t� � !y�t�F �G�� G� for all G we have

Ejy��t�F �� yd�t�j� � Ejy��t�F �� !y�t�F �G�� G�j� � J�F �G�� G� ����

�This is �the correct interpretation	 of �
a� in the case of ����� Now� the models that
are best for control design are those that minimize J�F �G�� G� w�r�t� G� that is a
model G� such that

� �
d

dG
J�F �G�� G�jG�G� � J �F �F �G

��� G��F �G�G
�� � J �G�F �G

��� G�� ��
a�

Notice the di�erence between �
�� and ����$ They describe the same model�s� G� if
and only if J �F � �� This means that the criterion of �t J�F�G� shall not depend on the
regulator� which in turn �essentially� implies that G� � G�� The possible convergence
points for the iterative�adaptive schemes are thus the desired points only if the model
is essentially correct� This brings us directly to the issue of model validation�

	 Model Validation and Model Error Modeling

Recall Step � in Section 
� Find out if



� If the model structure used is exible enough to provide relevant information
about the remaining ranges

� Alt� Prior information about other frequency ranges is su�ciently reliable

Working as in the previous section with a �xed �low order� model structure could %
if we are lucky % lead to a model�regulator that is the best we can achieve within the
chosen structure� It does not follow that this is �good enough	� Model Validation is
really the topic to �nd out if what is �best	 is also �good enough	�

Statistics Over the Residuals

Most of the model validation tests are simply based on the di�erence between the
simulated and measured output�

��t� � y�t�� !y�t� � y�t�� !GN �q�u�t� ����

Filtered version of these residuals are frequently used� we include this case by allowing
y and u in the above expression to be pre�ltered� Typical model validation tests
amount to computing the model residuals and giving some statistics about them�
Note that this as such has nothing to do with probability theory� �It is another matter
that statistical model validation often is complemented with probability theory and
model assumptions to make probabilistic statements based on the residual statistics�
See� e�g�� �����

The following statistics for the model residuals are often used�

� The maximal absolute value of the residuals

M�
N � max

��t�N
j��t�j ����

� Mean� Variance and Mean Square of the residuals

m�
N �




N

NX
t��

��t� ����

V �
N �




N

NX
t��

���t��m�
N �

� ����

S�N �



N

NX
t��

��t�� � �m�
N �

� � V �
N ����

� Correlation between residuals and past inputs�
Let

��t� � �u�t�� u�t� 
�� � � � � u�t�M � 
��T ����



and

RN �



N

NX
t��

��t���t�T ����

Now form the following scalar measure of the correlation between past inputs
�i�e� the vector �� and the residuals�

"MN �



N

�����
NX
t��

��t���t�

�����
�

R��

N

����

Note that this quantity also can be written as

"MN � !rT�uR
��
N !r�u ����

where

!r�u � �!r�u���� ���� !r�u�M � 
��T ��
�

with

!r�u��� �

p
N

NX
t��

��t�u�t� �� ����

Now� if we were prepared to introduce assumptions about the true system �the
measured data ZN�� we could use the above statistical measures to make statements
about the relationship between the model and the true system� typically using a
probabilistic framework�

If we do not introduce any explicit assumptions about the true system� what is
then the value of the statistics ���������# Well� we are essentially left only with
induction� That is to say� we take the measures as indications of how the model will
behave also in the future�

	Here is a model� On past data it has never produced a model error larger
than ���� This indicates that in future data and future applications the
error will also be below that value�	

This type of induction has a strong intuitive appeal�

In essence� this is the step that motivates the �unknown�but�bounded approach	�
Then a model or a set of models is sought that allows the preceeding statement with
the smallest possible bound� or perhaps a physically reasonable bound�

Note� however� that the induction step is not at all tied to the unknown�but�
bounded approach� Suppose we instead select the measure S�N as our primary statis�
tics for describing the model error size� Then the Least Squares �Maximum Likeli�
hood�Prediction Error� identi�cation method emerges as a way to come up with a
model that allows the 	strongest	 possible statement about past behavior�



How reliable is the induction step# It is clear that some sort of invariance assump�
tion is behind all induction� To have some con�dence in the induced statement about
the future behavior of the model� we thus have to assume that certain things do not
change� To look into the invariance of the behavior of � it is quite useful to reason as
follows� �This will bring out the importance of the statistics ������

It is very useful to consider two sources for the model residual �� One source that
originates from the input u�t� and one that doesn�t� With the �bold� assumption that
these two sources are additive and the one that originates from the input is linear� we
could write for some transfer function "G �The model error model�

��t� � "G�q�u�t� � v�t� ����

Note that the distinction between the contributions to � is fundamental and has
nothing to to with any probabilistic framework� We have not said anything about
v�t�� except that it would not change� if we changed the input u�t�� We refer to ����
as the separation of the model residuals into Model Error and Disturbances�

The division ���� shows one weakness with induction for measures like M�
N and

S�N going from one data set to another� The implicit invariance assumption about the
properties of � would require both the input u and the disturbances v to have invariant
properties in the two sets� Only if we would have indications that "G is of insigni�cant
size� we could allow inductions from one data set to another with di�erent types of
input properties� The purpose of the statistics "MN in ���� is exactly to assess the
size of "G� We shall see this clearly below� �One might add that more sophisticated
statistics will be required to assess more complicated contributions from u to ���

In any case� it is clear that the induction about the size of the model residuals
from one data set to another is much more reasonable if the statistics "MN has given
a small value �	small	 must be evaluated in comparison with S�N in ������

We might add that the assumption ���� is equivalent to assuming that the data
ZN have been generated by a �true system�

y�t� � G��q�u�t� � v�t� ����

where

"G�q� � G��q�� !G�q� ����

Other Approaches To Characterize the Residuals

Let us turn again to the fundamental relation ����� In connection with robust control
design issues there has been recent interest to characterize the model errors in a
way that �ts new robustness results� see e�g��
��� ���� and �

�� A basic idea is to
characterize all "G and all bounds on v that are consistent with the model residuals �
and u� In somewhat loose notation� this is the set

fCG� Cv � j "Gj� � CG&jv�t�j � Cv&� � "Gu� vg ����



This is in a sense the set of all model error assumptions that are unfalsi�ed by the
data and the nominal model� We could� e�g� take Cv � max j�j and CG � �� saying
that there is no model error� just unstructured disturbances with a certain maximum
amplitude� Or� we could say that there are no disturbances� but a certain bound on
the model error� The idea is then to pick a member in this set of unfalsi�ed models
that allows the best� robust control design�

While this approach has many interesting features� it should be remarked that the
split in ���� is not entirely up to pure arbitrariness� The data contains information
about the split� and the traditional correlation analysis tries to �nd this information�
We stress again that we cannot rely upon any bound Cv unless we believe that v does
not contain contributions from u�

Control Oriented Presentation of Residual Analysis

The traditional way to present the result of residual analysis is to compute the cross
correlation function ���� and present it and�or the squared sum ���� for inspection
and possibly statistical hypothesis tests�

The question now is� what can be said about the model error "G based on the
information in ZN �

The procedure will be to form

��t� � L�q��y�t�� !G�q�u�t��

and then "MN as in ���������� In these calculations replace u�t� outside the interval
�
� N � by zero� Assume that RN � �I � It is then shown in �
�� that

�



��

Z �

��

��� "G�ei��
���� ��L�ei����� jUN���j� d�

����
	

	 �
 � ��

�



N
"MN

����
� �
 � ��xN � �� � ��Cu

�X
k�M

j�kj ����

Here

� xN �
��� �N PN

t�� "v�t���t�
���
R��

N

� "v�t� � L�q�v�t�

� �k is the impulse response of L�q� "G�q�

� jUN j� is the periodogram �see �f��

� � � CuMp
N�

� Cu � max��t�N ju�t�j�



If the input is tapered so that u�t� � � for t � N �M �
� ���N � the number � can
be taken as zero�

Let us make a number of comments�

� The result is really just a statement about the relationship between the se�
quences "v�t� � L�q��y�t� � G��q�u�t��� and ��t� � L�q��y�t� � !G�q�u�t�� on the
one hand and the given transfer functions L�q�� G��q�� !G�q� together with the
given sequences u�t�� y�t� on the other hand� There are as yet no stochastic
assumptions whatsoever� and no requirement that the �model	 !G may or may
not be constructed from the given data�

� By the choice of pre�lter L�q� we can probe the size of the model error over
arbitrarily small frequency intervals� However� by making this �lter very nar�
row band� we will also typically increase the size of the impulse response tail�
�Narrow band �lters have slowly decaying impulse responses��

� In practical use the often erratic periodogram jUN j� can be replaced by smoothed
variants�

� For the quantities on the right hand side� we note that "MN is known by the
user� as well as ��N and Cu� The tail of the impulse response �k beyond lagM
is typically not known� It is an unavoidable term� since no such lag has been
tested� The size of this term has to be dealt with by prior assumptions�

� The only essential unknown term is xN � We call this �The correlation term��
The size and the bounds on this term will relate to noise assumptions�

The implications of this result under varying assumptions about the additive distur�
bance v�t� are discussed in �
���

Visualizing the Result of Residual Analysis� Model Error Mod�

els

The result of correlation analysis is traditionally done in standard statistical fashion
depicted in �gure 
� The information from the cross correlation analysis between �
and u� can also be interpreted as an implicit FIR model for the transfer function "G
in ���� from u to �� For control purposes� it is much more e�ective to present the
�amplitude� frequency function of this model error model� with uncertainty bounds
as in �gures � % �� The data used in these �gures are simulated from a second
order ARMAX model� It is clear that conventional model validation corresponds to
increasing the model complexity until the model error model has uncertainty bounds
that include zero �as in �gure ��� since then there is no clear evidence that "G is not
zero % the estimated model is then not falsi�ed� But it is also clear that the two
plots together� the model and its �sidekick	� the model error model� can be used for
control design� even if the model is falsi�ed� Look at �gure �� According to the model
error model there is signi�cant� but rather small errors in the mid frequency range�
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Figure 
� Traditional residual analysis� Auto� and cross�correlation functions with
uncertainty regions�

The model is thus falsi�ed� but could still very well be used for control design if the
information in the lower plot is taken into account�


 Conclusions� What Is There To Learn�

Identi�cation for control is one of the most important applications of system identi�
�cation� We have reviewed some basic issues in this area�

First we may note that in most cases it is relatively easy to realize in which
frequency range�s� the model need to be accurate % typically around the intended
bandwidth of the closed loop system� For the identi�cation experiment we should
thus concentrate both input power and pre�ltering to such ranges�

Note that if we just consider the bias distribution of the approximating model�
there is no need to perform neither iterative experiments nor experiments in closed
loop� Any bias weighting can be achieved on the original data set by pre�ltering�
However� the disturbances acting on the system will also cause variance errors� and
to improve on the information in certain frequency ranges new experiments with new
input power distribution may be necessary� Also� with constrained output variance�
better accuracy can typically be achieved in closed loop experiments� A third situation
where closed loop experiments are helpful is when a model of the noise properties as
also required for the control design� ����

There are of course other� practical reasons for making new experiments� such as
time�variation� non�linear e�ects of di�erent operating points� etc�

In general� if the chosen frequency range is small� we can be rather con�dent that
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Figure �� Upper plot� Amplitude Bode plot of a �rst order model with estimated
uncertainty bounds� The true system is also plotted� Lower plot� The model error
model computed as a ���th order ARX model from u to y � !Gu
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Figure �� As in previous �gure� but second order ARX model
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Figure �� As in previous �gure� but second order ARMAX model� Here the model
error model contains zero in its uncertainty region� which means that the top model
is not falsi�ed�

even a quite simple model gives a good �t over this range� The extreme case is formed
by the autotuners� which essentially �t a �rst order model at the phase�cross�over
frequency� To use such a model fro control design requires however also som insight
into the system�s properties in other frequency ranges� Often� this can be handled by
prior information� �the plant can be reasonably well controlled by a PI�regulator	�
In situations where automated decisions are not required� there is however no good
reason for not performing model validation� Simple analysis of the model residuals
gives information about the model error model� that could be instrumental either for
the control design or for requiring more accurate models�

There is still a good market for good model structures for model�error�models�
The couple model plus model�error�model should work together and e�ective ways to
present and visualize the model�error�model are quite important�
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